
Intelligent Webforms
Interact with users using webforms
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▸ Demo 'FormMaker in action'
▸ Sneak preview developments
▸ Questions and Answers



Introduction
▸ My name: Rogier Hosman

Consultant & one of 3 founders

▸ Drecomm Internet Intelligence BV
▸ Founded in 1999
▸ 30+ full time employees
▸ 18 Typo3 developers
▸ Using TYPO3 since version

3.3



Why a new extension for creating webforms? 
▸ Multiple page webforms
▸ Using TYPO3 page & content operations:

▸ Setting user rights within form objects
▸ Start / Stop dates on fields
▸ Copy / Paste elements / pages
▸ Shortcut to pages / elements
▸ Use insert record functions
▸ Using back-end user rights for formobjects
▸ Including TYPO3 content objects in forms, like images, 
movies etc

▸ Interaction with 3rd party software
▸ Reusable form components 



Concepts of the FormMaker framework
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The workflow 

Operations

Configure & install

Create field repository

Include needed java scripts

Include needed php scripts
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Address group

Street + nr.

Postal address

Postal code

Group fields 
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Validations

Calculations

Data exchange

Output definition

Create output type(s)

Output generation 
wizzard

Lay-out output 
(CSS wizzard)
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What has been changed since 2006

▸ Import & export forms, fields and repositories to 
other Typo3 installations

▸ Automated summery generator
▸ Reporting tool
▸ Soap exchange possiblities



So what can I do with FormMaker

▸ Centralised control of all webforms on your site
▸ Re-use scripts, formobjects and form structures 
within one or more Typo3 installations

▸ Create user dependant output in any form you like
▸ Easily create forms using predefined structures, as 
simple as shortcutting to a page

▸ Make calculations based on user input 
▸ Create a variety of output formats which can be 
distributed in various ways



Demo
▸ Logics of the library

▸ Formfields
▸ Java scripts
▸ PHP scripts

▸ Build formgroups 
▸ Multi level structure

▸ Enabling hidegroup functionality
▸ Adding javascripts (datepicker), validation
▸ Reporting



FormMaker developments
▸ Renewed back-end user interface

▸ Front-end editing concept
▸ Reduce the number of clicks needed to build forms
▸ Improve acces to all functions & features







Any questions?



Other of our interesting developments...
▸ Content Creation templates 

▸ Create input templates based on typo3 content elements

▸ Knowledgebase extension
▸ Taxonomy based tagging 
▸ Dynamic content relations based on tagging

▸ Front-End language file editor
▸ Modify language markers at the front-end, no more search for 
labels
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